SEM have two part that is structural model and measurement model. Composite structural model and measurement model testing enable to test the measurement error as part indivisible of SEM. Based on that condition, SEM can be used and developed to know about a correlation measurement influence in exogen variable and endogen variable, and correlation measurement influence between exogen variable toward structural coefficient. The research use 7 secunder data. Correlation with modification indices information represents the decrease in chi-square and change value of CMINDF and RMSEA to be better whereas at structural coefficient and p-value have not significant change such as at data 1 get structural coefficient and p-value are 0,313 and 0,002, and after correlation error that value be 0,316 and 0,001. The conclusion is that the influence of the correlation measurement error in exogen variable, in endogen variable and between exogen variable not change structural the coefficient significantly.
Introduction

SEM (Structural Equation Modeling) is one of multivariate analysis which can
analyze relations between variables in a complex way. SEM consists of two parts, which are structural model and measurement model. Structural model is the relation Solimun between latent variables (Bollen, 1989) while measurement model is te relation (loading value) between indicators and variables to investigate the unidimensionality to explain a latent variable (Ferdinand, 2002) . Combining the structural and measurement model tests enables researchers to test measurement error as an inseparable part of SEM Gujarati (1995) shows that the use of latent variables in SEM produces measurement errors which influence parameter estimation. This measurement error issue is solved by SEM using equations in measurement model. Modification indices information in SEM will show which error will be correlated. Modification indices can be conceptualized as chi-square statistic so that by correlating the errors, the model will be better. Correlating measurement errors based on modification indices will improve the model, and it can also be used and developed to discover the influence of correlation between measurement errors in exogenous and endogenous variables, and the influence of measurement error correlation between exogenous variables on structural coefficient. Based on the background above, the formulations of the problem in this study are (1) Does correlation between measurement errors in exogenous variables influence structural coefficient? (2) Does correlation between measurement errors between exogenous variables influence structural coefficient? (3) Does correlation between measurement errors in endogenous variables influence structural coefficient?
Materials and Methods
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a group of statistic techniques which enables a series of relatively complex relations simultaneously. The complex relations can be built between one or more independent variables with one or more dependent variables. Each independent and dependent variables can create factor (variable built from several indicators) (Ferdinand, 2000) . The notations used in SEM are shown in the following figure:
Figure 1 Model SEM
SEM is an integrated approach between three analyses, i.e.: factor analysis, path analysis, and structural modal analysis.
Confirmatory factor analysis
Factor analysis is one of analyses of interdependence between variables. The general purpose of factor analysis is to reduce variables. So, information in the original variables can be explained by reduced variables which are in smaller number. (Hair, et.al., 2006) .
In confirmatory factor analysis, the researcher has made or constructed a hypothesis based on the concept/theory and the structural factors. For example in the following figure, is latent variable. This variable is made of three indicators , , and . So, too, and .
Figure 2 Example Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Factors in Figure 2 each have specific indicators. The problem is whether the indicators are measurement of the factors. This should be confirmed further by checking the validity and reliability.
Path Analysis
Path analysis was developed to study effects of exogenous variables on endogenous variables directly and indirectly. Sample of simple path diagram:
Figure 3 Example Path Analysis
In path analysis there are several relations between variables, i.e. direct influence, indirect influence, total influence, spurious influence and unanalyzed influence. Direct influence is the influence of exogenous variables on endogenous variables directly without going through other variables. It's illustrated with one way arrows from a variable to another. Indirect influence is the influence of exogenous variables on endogenous variable through other variables. Indirect influence can be calculated from the result of multiplication of direct influence one and direct influence two, which is direct influence from X1 to X2 multiplied by direct influence from X2 to Y (PX1X2* PX2Y). Total influence is the sum of direct and indirect influences (PX1Y + (PX1X2* PX2Y)). Unanalyzed influence is influence that occur due to correlation between exogenous variables (rX1X2). Spurious influence in the influence from two intercorrelated endogenous variables.
Modification Indices
Modification Indices (MI) is conceptualized as a chi-square statistic with degree of freedom=1 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989 ). Every MI is conservative estimation of how much chi-square value will decrease if parameters are included. One of the main purposes of using MI is producing a better fit model. Modification can be done if chi-square decreased by at least 3,84, because 3,84 is the critical chi-square value with degree of freedom=1. MI informs chi-square decrease if parameters which used to be fixed parameters turn into free parameters (predictable parameters), therefore the largest MI informs which parameters should be made free to maximally increase fit model. This study correlated errors based on MI information, because MI can show which relations will be significant influence on fit model if inserted into the model. Moreover, modification is usually performed in two conditions as follows (Ghozali and Fuad, 2005 ): Increasing fit model in a research model which already has good fit because there's still a lot of opportunities to improve fit model, Modification performed to improved fit model which used to be very poor. MI is the difference of covariant matrices from samples and covariant matrices from models (Ghozali and Fuad, 2005 ).
Data Analysis
Data in this study involved 7 secondary data. Stages in this study were ( The analysis results show that the value of CMINDF is 1,891 and the value of RMSEA is 0,073, which is in category good fit. It means the produced model was supported with existing empirical data. Table above shows that with the produced p-values, with and without measurement error correlation yield the same result, so it was concluded that correlating measurement errors in exogenous variables, between exogenous variables and in endogenous variables based on modification indices information decreased CMINDF and RMSEA, producing better models.
Conclusion
Based on the results, it was concluded that: 1) The influence of correlation between measurement errors in exogenous variables didn't cause significant change on structural coefficient 2) In structural coefficient, the influence of measurement error correlation between exogenous variables didn't cause significant change.
3) The influence of correlation between measurement errors in endogenous variables didn't cause significant change in structural coefficient. Based on the results of this study, measurement error correlation in exogenous variables, between exogenous variables, and in endogenous variables could be done because CMINDF and RMSEA became smaller, so the models became better.
